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Molecular Dynamics (MD) and Molecular Statics (MS) simulations have always proven
to be powerful tools to study material behavior at the lowest length scale. However, one of
the greatest challenges in material modelling is the effective upscaling of relevant material
properties from atomic scale to continuum scale. One such challenge is how best to capture
the role of twinning in higher scale plasticity.
Capturing twin nucleation in full-field crystal plasticity is a long-standing problem in
materials science. The challenge resides mainly in the biased regional lattice transformation associated with twin formation in defiance of its obedience to a threshold stress law
which could be fulfilled in regions where twinning is deferred. Hence, determining a favorable site for nucleation of a twin variant remains a daunting task. This dissertation is
an attempt to understand twin nucleation in hexagonal close packed (HCP) metals using
a technique called Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) method. NEB calculations are performed
between two stable configurations and use a number of intermediate images to describe the

transition. Results of calculations demonstrate that the role of stress and atomic structure in
twin nucleation could be understood in terms of the minimum energy path, energy barrier,
and relaxed energy. This method allows to gauge the transformations that the lattice could
experience when evolving from a given thermodynamic state to a final state of a predefined
twin embryo under various boundary conditions. This allows direct comparisons between
various cases with respect to twin nucleation and hence provides a measure of the material
plasticity. Such results are crucial in higher scale modelling of the material.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Human civilization grew and matured with the extensive usage of face centered cubic
(FCC) and body centered cubic (BCC) metals. Now as we seek to make greater technological advancements in lightweighting, nuclear, military, biomedical and nano-electronics
applications, hexagonal close packed (HCP) metals seem to be the answer. HCP metals
such as Mg and Ti, with their high specific strength and low density, present diverse opportunities for lightweighting applications in automotive and aerospace industries. These
are also biocompatible materials and hence quite promising for biomedical industry. Zr, U,
Be have the potential for nuclear and military applications while Ga alloys and Cd present
phenomenal usage for nano-electronics applications.
The study of HCP metals is a challenge in itself as they have complex double lattice
structures unlike the FCC and BCC metals which have single lattice simple cubic structures. Moreover, they exhibit very poor ductility at room temperatures that primarily hinders their extensive usage. HCP metals perform very well at high temperatures but in lower
temperature applications such as forming and crash, they tend to fracture earlier. Such poor
formability of these HCP metals can be attributed to their crystal structure which allows
very limited number of slip systems. Slip in HCP metals is restricted to relatively small

1

number of basal hai or prismatic hai slip systems. These allow deformation only on the
basal plane but not perpendicular to it. Pyramidal hc + ai slip is required for c-axis deformation but it has very high critical resolved shear stress (CRSS). At lower temperatures,
HCP metals cannot maintain sufficient independent slip modes to accommodate arbitrary
deformation. Hence, in addition to slip, twinning plays an important role in their plastic deformation. At low temperatures, deformation twinning is the major mode of plastic
deformation in HCP metals.

1.1

Motivation
The properties observed at the structural length scale are a direct result of the activities

happening at the lower length scale. Hence, to fully understand the deformation behavior of
HCP metals at the macroscale, one needs to explore the lower length scale. In moving from
atomistic modeling to higher scales such as dislocation dynamics, phase field modeling
and crystal plasticity, the material description changes from describing individual atoms
to treating a continuous material. This work attempts to bridge the gap between different
length scales to comprehend the role of twinning in higher scale plasticity.

1.2

Twinning
Twinning is a process in which one part of a crystal becomes mirror image of the other.

Twinning begins in a particular region inside the material when the macroscopic applied
stress reaches a certain threshold. However, other regions undergoing the same resolved
shear stress may not experience twinning behavior. This regional behavior of twinning
could be handled by crystal plasticity (CP) but site-specific twin nucleation in CP remains
2

a challenge due to their non-Schmid behavior. It is crucial to identify the location of the
next twin since this is going to decide the microstructure. This work implements various
MD and MS simulations to rate the potential of certain sites to enable twin nucleation.

Figure 1.1: Schematic of a twin in HCP metal

1.3

Molecular dynamics simulation
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation is a computational technique that provides cru-

cial insights into the behavior of material at the atomic length scale. With the help of a
suitable interatomic potential, MD simulation can compute the forces and trajectories of
atoms and molecules using Newton’s equations of motion.
F~ i = mi .~
ai
3

(1.1)

where, F~ i is the force on atom i with mass mi and acceleration a~i . Similarly, force can be
expressed as the gradient of potential energy with respect to position.
~ iV
F~ i = −∇

(1.2)

It is very difficult to generate analytical solutions even for few hundred atoms in a simple simulation box. Hence it is next to impossible to derive such solution for any real
size crystals. MD simulation evades this problem by using numerical approach and does
the necessary computations. The efficiency of MD simulation lies in the accuracy of the
potential function.
MD simulation allows us to test a theory, validate an experiment and understand the
hidden phenomena behind the world of laboratory. MD allows to observe the dynamical
properties of the system and its responses to perturbations over time [1]. To be able to
observe interactions at the atomic scale is a very powerful feature that can ultimately pave
way for better understanding and prediction of bulk properties.

1.3.1

Potential

Potentials defines the basic physics that models the interaction between particles. These
potentials are determined experimentally or modelled theoretically [68, 37, 94]. They represent the bond strength, bond angle, forces, charges among others. Depending upon the
type of particles and the interactions between them, potentials may vary. Pair potential is
the simplest kind of potential that models the interaction between a pair of particles; one
example of which is Lennard-Jones potential. The other potentials that model interactions
between more than two particles are called many-body potentials. One such example is
4

Tersoff potential. MEAM potentials are more popular for metals while force fields such as
CHARMM [18], AMBER [27] etc. are popular with proteins and polymers.

1.3.2

MD algorithm

The efficiency of MD simulations depends on the algorithm. Although MD simulations solve Newton’s equations of motion, several methods have been developed to do the
computations. MD algorithm calculates force due to the potential energy surface , uses
that force to compute acceleration which in turn gives velocity that can be ultimately used
to compute the position [44]. Depending upon the number of atoms, their nearest neighbors, frequency of calculations and the available computing resources, the efficiency of
the algorithm may vary. Implementing larger timestep and fewer neighboring atoms can
speed up the integration but may not accurately resemble the trajectory of particles. However, with the advancements in high performance computing (HPC), parallelization and the
use of graphical processing unit (GPU), MD algorithms are taking less time for complex
computations. Verlet integration [104] is a common MD algorithm.

1.3.3

Ensemble

A phase space is a space of all possible states of a system. A state of a system is
defined by the position of atoms and their corresponding momenta. Phase space is a 6-N
dimensional space for a system of N particles. Each point in phase space fully describes
the state of a system. An ensemble [76] is a collection of large number of possible states of
a system in phase space which have different microscopic states but identical macroscopic
state and hence the real system may be in any of these states. Ensembles pave the way to
5

derive thermodynamic properties of a system. Following are the mostly used ensembles in
MD simulations:
1. Microcanonical ensemble: It is an isolated system where neither energy nor matter
can be transferred. It is characterized by a fixed number of atoms (N), fixed volume
(V) and fixed energy (E). It is abbreviated as NVE.
2. Canonical ensemble: In such a system, energy can be transferred but it is characterized by fixed temperature (T) along with fixed number of atoms (N) and fixed
volume (V). It is abbreviated as NVT.
3. Grand-canonical ensemble: This system has fixed chemical potential µ, fixed volume
(V) and fixed temperature (T). It is abbreviated as (µVT).
4. Isothermal-isobaric ensemble: Energy can transfer in this system but it is characterized by fixed pressure (P) along with constant number of atoms (N), and constant
temperature (T). It is abbreviated as NPT.
5. Isoenthalpic-isobaric ensemble: It is characterized by constant number of atoms (N),
constant pressure (P) and constant enthalpy (H). It is abbreviated as NPH.

1.4

Dissertation layout
This dissertation is divided into six chapters. Chapter I builds background for the work

and provides motivation behind this study. It briefly talks about twinning phenomenon and
sheds light on some aspects of MD simulations.
Chapter two provides a literature review on twinning. It discusses twinning mechanisms, types of twinning, twin nucleation, growth and propagation. It also explores various
studies in twinning that have been conducted using MD simulations.
Chapter three presents a preliminary work to elucidate the fact that Nudged Elastic
Band (NEB) method can be used to quantify twin nucleation process. Data from MD
simulations of Mg crystals highlight the prospect of NEB method on studying twinning
behavior.
6

Chapter four elaborates the applications of NEB method as it is used to study twinning
in Ti bicrystal with asymmetric grain boundary (GB). Number of vacancies and applied
stress are varied and their effect on twinning is observed.
In chapter five, twinning in Ti bicrystals with asymmetric tilt GB, commonly occuring
GBs and symmetric tilt grain boundaries (STGBs) are further studied using NEB method.
The last chapter summarizes the dissertation and sets goals for future work so that this
technique can be used to further the objectives discussed in this work and create a broader
impact. We develop a few preliminary relations to be able to predict the twinnability of Ti
bicrystals.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Introduction
Twinning is one of the most prevalent modes of plastic deformation in crystals with

non-cubic symmetry such as in HCP metals. Five independent slip systems are required for
a material to be ductile but HCP possess only three. HCP metals can provide easy slip along
the basal plane but cannot perpendicular to it. Slip modes with c-axis component in HCP
metals are very hard to trigger. Hence, the only way to accommodate c-axis deformation
in HCP metals is to twin [25, 6, 118]. HCP metals have larger number of twinning modes
as opposed to FCC and BCC metals.
Twinning can be profuse in Mg [52], a HCP metal that has great potential for lightweighting applications. This leads to complex interactions such as slip-twin [73], twin-twin [121]
and twin-GB [80] interactions. It is necessary to mitigate these interactions to unlock the
full potential of HCP metals. Various material design strategies such as addition of rareearth metals [47] have been suggested to good effect but the crux of the matter lies in being
able to better model the damage behavior of HCP metals.
Deformation modelling due to twinning have been done at various length scales. Laboratory experiments and techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) are powerful
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tools to study the twinning behavior at macroscopic and microscopic length scales. However, the underlying mechanisms guiding these behavior occur at the atomic length scale
and can be studied using MD simulations.
Crystal Plasticity (CP) models provide a good understanding of the plastic deformation
in polycrystals [59, 82, 45, 53, 105]. Polycrystals are continuous in nature but the material
behavior at the lowest length scale is discrete since individual atoms are studied. Hence,
there is always a gap in comprehending the actual behavior but MD has proven to be a
powerful tool to address this knowledge gap [52, 11, 109, 90].

2.2

Twinning mechanism
Due to their anisotropy and asymmetry, HCP metals are not able to provide sufficient

number of slip systems for them to accommodate c-axis deformation at low temperature
or high strain rate. The easiest slip modes in HCP metals are basal hai or prismatic hai.
Pyramidal hc + ai slip is required for c-axis deformation but the critical resolved shear
stress for pyramidal hc + ai slip is much higher than the easily occurring {101̄2} twin.
{101̄2} twins are formed by either tension parallel or compression perpendicular to the
c-axis for metals with c/a ratio less than

√

3 and by either compression parallel or tension

perpendicular to the c-axis for c/a ratio greater than

√
3.

Christian and Mahajan [25] gave early crystallographic description of twinning where
they identified four major elements of twinning process as shear plane K1 , Shear direction
η 1 , Conjugate plane K2 and Conjugate direction η 2 . These twins are mainly formed by four
symmetry operations:
1. reflection in K1
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2. rotation of 180◦
3. reflection in the plane normal to η 1 , and
4. rotation of 180◦ about the direction normal to K1

η2

P

κ2

η1
κ1

Figure 2.1: Crystallographic elements of twinning

Mirroring occurs about the plane K1 when shear s is applied in the direction η 1 . K1
and η 1 are invariant shear plane and direction whereas K2 and η 2 are conjugate plane and
direction. The plane containing η 1 and the normals to K1 and K2 is the shear plane P. On
the basis of these four crystallographic elements, twins can be classified into three broad
categories [25]:
1. Type I - K1 and η 2 are rational
2. Type II - K2 and η 1 are rational
3. Compound - all crystallographic elements are rational
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In single lattice structures such as FCC and BCC, parent and twins are related by simple
homogenous shear but in case of double lattice structures like HCP, an additional small
atomic displacement in a direction different from the lattice shear maybe required. These
atomic movements are called shuffle. El Kadiri et. al [51] have developed unique sets of
equations for the amount of shear and shuffle displacement required for twinning in HCP
lattices.
Twinning mechanisms can be classified into three groups based on their formation:
1. Growth twins - These are formed during nucleation and growth processes such as
crystal growth, phase transformation or recrystallization.
2. Transformation twins - These are formed during solid state transformation and produce highly organized structures.
3. Deformation twins - These are formed due to external or internal stresses that result
in the deformation of material. The stresses give rise to twinning dislocations that
can glide and produce twins. The nucleation of such twins can be divided into two
categories • Homogeneous twinning
• Heterogeneous twinning

Homogeneous twinning refers to twin nucleation in a perfect crystal whereas heterogeneous twin nucleation occurs when there is suitable defect configuration. The possibility
of twinning in a defect free crystal was studied by Orowan [75], Bell and Cahn [14, 13]
and Price [81]. Orowan introduced the first homogeneous twin nucleation model where he
derived an expression for the minimum stable size of twin nucleus in Zn. Price also conducted experiments on Zn samples and found that homogeneous twinning requires higher
stress than heterogeneous twinning. He also observed that in large crystals, twins are initiated in bursts and grow at varying stresses while in ideal crystals, they grow at almost
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constant stresses. Bell and Cahn found from their experiments that single crystals of HCP
metals require higher stresses to twin compared to defect containing crystals. Very high
energies are required for twinning but the presence of stress concentrator can significantly
increase the chance of twinning [59]. It can be easily concluded from these studies that
twinning is easily initiated by the presence of defects but requires very high stresses when
there are none.

2.3

Twin nucleation
Twin nucleation is a localized activity since only a certain part of the crystal under-

goes twinning although the crystal as a whole experiences the same macroscopic stress.
The presence of twins in polycrystalline samples is attributed to high localized stresses
which supply required energy for the twinning partials to move across the parent lattice
[70]. Thompson and Millard [99] conducted experiments on Cd single crystal wires under
tension that produced results favoring requirement of CRSS for twin nucleation. Bilby
and Entwisle concluded that large local stresses are required for twin nucleation and such
stresses depend on the presence of inhomogenities caused by plastic deformation [17].
Thompson and Hingley [98] measured stress required to generate twins in Cd and observed that twinning stress is very high if there is no pre-existing twin nucleus and viceversa. Bell and Cahn [13] experimented with Zn crystals and observed that nucleating a
twin requires the maximum amount of stress while its spreading and thickening can occur
at lower stresses. In their another work on Zn crystals, they have concluded that twins are
nucleated at a stress which depend on slip characteristics of the specimen. Very high stress
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is required for twinning if the crystal is oriented for easy slip while low stress is sufficient
if there are pre-existing twins [14]. Cahn echoed similar views in his another work on
twinning [20]. Kelly and Hoshford studied the effect of alloying and loading direction on
twin nucleation and slip-twin interactions in Mg crystals [54, 55]. Chung [26] investigated
nucleation of deformation twins in Zinc bicrystals and drew some important conclusions:
• twins are nucleated at sites of stress concentrations
• twins nucleate on the opposite side of dislocation pile-ups
• twin nucleation is influenced by pre-existing twin partials
• twin faults control twin nucleation
• twin nucleation is preceded by slip

MD simulations by J. Wang [111] revealed that stacking faults expand under high stress
making it energetically favorable to nucleate twins. From topological perspective, twins
can nucleate by two different mechanisms - normal twinning and zonal twinning based on
the dislocation arrangements[109]. Normal twinning mechanism creates a twin with even
number of planes without involvement of partial dislocations while zonal twinning mechanism nucleates a twin with odd number of planes by the participation of partial dislocations.
Using atomistic simulations and EBSD data, Wang introduced a probabilistic description
of twin nucleation [108]. Similarly, Beyerlein treated twin nucleation as a probabilistic
event and formulated a new probabilistic theory of twin nucleation that predicts the dispersion during onset of twinning and variant selection with respect to crystallographic
orientation [16]. Capolungo did statistical analysis on the effect of microstructural features
such as grain orientation, grain area, GB misorientation on twin nucleation in Zirconium
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[23]. Using MD simulations and DFT calculations, Wang et. al identified pure-shuffle twin
nucleation mechanism in HCP metals and attributed this to high-stress concentration and
pre-existing GB dislocations [112]. Ghazisaeidi and Curtin observed that twin nucleation
do not necessarily occur from GBs, rather they can also nucleate from energetically favorable method of dissociation of hci and hc + ai dislocations [34]. Using high resolution
EBSD techniques, Khosravani et. al found two types of twin nucleation in Mg AZ31 alloy
- slip-assisted twins and twin-assisted twins [56]. The former nucleates at high-angle GBs
while the latter nucleates at low-angle GBs. Nucleation of {101̄2} twin from matrix of previous {101̄2} twin and {303̄4} twin from previous {101̄2} twin boundary was observed
when strain along 45◦ of rolling direction (RD) and normal direction (ND) reached 14%
[122].

2.4

Twin growth
Once twins are nucleated and reach a critical size, they start growing by movement

of twin tip and migration of twin boundaries [25]. Their growth depends on the orientation and a competition between the back stress and the applied stress [23]. Capolungo
et. al studied slip-assisted and slip-independent twin growth mechanisms in HCP metals
and concluded that twin thickening primarily occurs independently of slip but it could also
be slip assisted and the latter mechanism may dominate in Zn and Cd while the former
in Mg [22]. Twin growth is mediated by the glide of partial dislocations called twinning
dislocations (TDs) or disconnections on the corresponding twinning plane [42]. However,
a new mechanism, especially for {101̄2} twinning, dominated by local atomic shuffling
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was uncovered later on using MD simulations [62]. Such mechanism doesn’t involve any
twinning dislocations and requires zero shear [64]. Wang et. al observed that twins in
HCP metals grow through the conventional glide-shuffle mechanism although they might
nucleate by unconventional pure-shuffle mechanism [112]. Xu et. al made similar observations while studying primary {1̄1̄21} and secondary {1̄1̄22} twins in Mg [116]. Li and
Ma observed in their MD simulations that twin growth is initially dominated by the motion
of existing TB steps and occurs later on by the nucleation and glide of zonal dislocations.
[63]. Twinning dislocations of the predominant twin system (PTS) are the most active ones
and hence are responsible for twin growth whereas slip dislocations can facilitate or hinder
twin growth [15]. Twins require higher stresses to grow, in the range of 500-1000 MPa, be
it in the atomistic or continuum models and this value decreases for larger twin size and
higher temperatures [34]. Comparisons on twin growth mechanisms using atomistic simulations revealed that glide of two layer steps controls twin growth and it is much easier to
nucleate and propagate {1̄102} twins than {1̄101} twins [60]. J. Tu and S. Zhang have discussed both the {101̄2} twin growth mechanisms - dislocation and shuffling but couldn’t
clear which is the dominant one [102]. Capolungo proposed a 3-dimensional model for
twin nucleation in HCP materials and found that dissociations from an isolated ¡a¿ slip
dislocation are energetically unable to produce a stable twin fault loop while dissociations
of the lead dislocation in a basal or prismatic dislocation pile-up may develop a stable twin
loop [21].
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2.5

Twin propagation
Twin propagation is a subset of twin growth. Twin growth occurs by transverse prop-

agation and thickening. Thickening increases the twin size perpendicular to the twinning
plane while propagation involves more of lengthwise extension of the twin nucleus. Twin
propagation requires less stress than twin nucleation [25]. However, there is a critical strain
below which the twin shrinks and disappears. Hence, irrespective of the nucleation process, a twin cannot propagate below the critical strain [67]. The propagation of twins is
also greatly affected by the grain size and texture in a polycrystalline material [7, 5]. A
given twin variant can only propagate across the entire grain when it originates from a certain part of the GB. This process requires a characteristic propagation stress and it must be
met to keep twinning dislocations in motion and to expand the twin fault loop [16]. Twin
propagation becomes difficult with low values of stacking fault energy and temperature but
higher values of strain rate [123]. Wang observed that partial dislocations move together
with the TDs and propagate the twin such that the front tip of the twin propagates along
the twinning direction [110]. The twin tip mainly consists of basal-prismatic interfaces and
their mobility determines the overall propagation of the twin. Tu et. al studied {101̄2} TBs
in Cobalt using high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and found
that the propagation of such twins cannot be simply accomplished through glide-shuffle
mechanism of TDs but is also affected by the clim-shuffle mechanisms of the interface
dislocations (IDs) [103].
Apart from studying twinning phenomena using atomistic simulations, several researches
have been carried out at various length scales to understand this process. Discrete Dislo16

cation Dynamics (DDD) [66, 30] and Crystal Plasticity (CP) are the other popular tools
that are used extensively to gain insight on twinning. Although these are different length
scales, it is necessary to be able to communicate between them so as to allow appropriate
flow of information. The discrete movement of atoms and the continuum based behavior at
higher length scale are governed by different laws but being able to channelize information
between them helps to predict material behavior better.
The aim of the CP models from earlier days [97, 96] to modern times [41, 45, 59, 53]
is to be able to formulate constitutive equations to model the behavior of material. We aim
to come up with a relation using MD that can be useful to researchers working on the CP
length-scale.
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CHAPTER 3
MEASUREMENT OF TWIN FORMATION ENERGY BARRIERS USING NUDGED
ELASTIC BAND MOLECULAR STATICS

3.1

Abstract
The nudged elastic band (NEB) method [48, 38] is used to find the energy barrier

separating stable twinned and untwinned states in Magnesium. This technique enables
identification of the minimum energy path between the two stable states. The effects of
dislocations, grain boundaries, and other defects which enhance twin nucleation produce
a measurable effect on the minimum energy path [39, 38] and energy barrier. Thus, the
NEB technique enables direct comparisons of the material twin-ability under a variety of
boundary conditions. By simulating twinning in a variety of boundary conditions, NEB
calculations provide key insight into the twin nucleation process by demonstrating both
what defect arrangements encourage twin nucleation, and how likely twinning is to occur
under given boundary conditions. This data is crucial for incorporating twin nucleation
accurately into higher scale modeling.

3.2

Introduction
One of the greatest challenges in materials modeling is the effective upscaling of rel-

evant material properties while the description of material behavior is continually simpli18

fied from that which is used at lower scales. In particular, in moving from the atomistic
modeling to higher scales such as dislocation dynamics, phase field modeling, and crystal
plasticity, the material description changes from describing individual atoms which have
their own freedom to move to treating a continuous material which experiences stress and
deformation as a solid body. This drastic simplification of the material description must
be coupled with the introduction of many new material properties which are automatically
present in the discrete framework. The material response to plasticity involves slip, twinning, grain boundary migration, grain boundary sliding, recrystallization, faceting [10]
and many other effects which are by-products of the discrete nature of atoms, but can be
described in a continuous material by introducing new laws of behavior. A particular challenge in this regard is how best to capture the role of twinning in higher scale plasticity.
Twinning drastically alters the positions of atoms in its wake, inducing a transformation
strain in a particular region which has a newly oriented structure and is surrounded by new
interfaces, shuffling [51] all of the atoms inside this region. This complex process occurs
very quickly as twins can shoot from one side of a grain to the other and in magnesium
[29, 52] such twins have been known to grow until the entire parent grain they occur in
has been consumed. Such an unusual process requires dedicated treatment in higher scale
modeling, and often can only roughly approximate experimental data. In this work, we
focus on the difficult question of how such twins originate.
Twin nucleation is of great concern because the ensuing growth of twins is highly
dependent on the points of their origin. Identification of origin points in an initial microstructure undergoing deformation is still at infantile stages, making it a ripe area for
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dedicated study. To quantify the points where twins prefer to nucleate and fully describe
the nucleation process up to the point that a stable embryo is present and ready to begin
rapid growth, we turn to the nudged elastic band (NEB) method.
The NEB method is an algorithm which is an approximation defined to find the minimum energy path (MEP). The MEP is a curve through phase space that finds its way from
wells over saddle points [33] to connect the wells by using the lowest energies possible
to create that curve. In other words, the NEB method searches for how to move all of
the atoms synchronously to get from the state with no twin to the state with the twinned
embryo while needing the least amount of energy possible. The algorithm guesses initial
path for all the atoms, iterates several times to relax these paths and finally gives the MEP
along with the height of the activation barrier [93]. To govern the identification of the MEP,
NEB first identifies a linear path traversed by all the atoms from the initial to final states.
Then it defines several new states along that path and allows the atoms in those states to
relax toward a lower energy configuration while being constrained with a spring force that
prevents their distance from neighboring states from growing too large. This enables all of
the states to relax while remaining continuous. The phase space MEB path is then defined
as the combined motions of all the atoms as they gradually move from the initial to the final
state. The MEP is a path for a rearrangement of a group of atoms from one stable configuration to another. Although other methods like path of slowest ascent, chain of states etc.
were earlier used to find the MEP, they had the shortcomings such as inaccuracies resulting
from the MEP path being much longer than a linear path, and higher uncertainty near the
saddle point [38, 39], which is the most crucially needed measurement in many cases. The
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NEB method has been proven ideal for measuring the MEP path in comparison to these
other algorithms, and therefore, minimization of the elastic band is carried out to solve this
problem [48].

3.3

Methodology
For our simulations, we used single crystals and bicrystals of Magnesium and Tita-

nium. Both are HCP metals and undergo twinning to accommodate c-axis deformation
[83, 43, 34]. At first, we relaxed a and c parameters for Mg by minimizing 2-atom unit
cell in LAMMPS [78]. Using these values, we created a Mg single crystal in Matlab with
almost 125,000 atoms. This crystal is a totally pristine crystal and doesn’t contain any kind
of defects in it. We took the same crystal and inserted a {101̄2} twin embryo in it using a
Matlab code which solves for the displacement field due to a series of twinning dislocation
loops plus shuffling inside the embryo using the isotropic approximation. We used 4 dislocation loops, separated by a distance of 2*c to generate this embryo. The twin embryo
consists of around 3,000 atoms. Next, we minimized these two crystals – pristine and with
twin embryo. Let’s call these minimum files as pristinemin and embryomin respectively. The
Conjugate Gradient (cg) method was used for minimization. Upon minimization, we require that the twin embryo remained stable in the crystal. For this purpose, we applied a
shear stress of 1.2 GPa. We considered the pristinemin and embryomin as two stable states
of twin embryo nucleation and obtained the intermediate states by taking a fraction of the
difference between these two stable states. We used the difference between the atomic coordinates of the two stable files and created 10 files altogether to represent the transition.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Energetically stable configurations with and without twin embryo. The
arrows indicate application of shear stress (b) Energy curve of transition.
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Then we used LAMMPS to calculate the energies of each state and obtained an energy
graph of the process as shown in Figure 1. This illustrates the concept of the atom paths
through phase space and the evolution of the energy along the MEP.
Unfortunately, for this simplistic conceptual illustration, we were unable to get a real
MEP using NEB because of the instability of the twin embryo.

Y
X

(a)

(b)

Z

Figure 3.2: (a) Minimized Mg pristine crystal (b) Mg crystal with {101̄2} twin embryo.

For a more realistic measurement, we took the same Mg pristine crystal but inserted a
twin embryo at the surface. As earlier, the twin embryo was created using 4 dislocation
loops but this time the loops were much larger to generate a bigger embryo. We sliced
the crystal along the basal plane of the twin using Matlab. This reduced the number of
atoms in the crystal to almost 110,000. The sliced embryo contains around 3,900 atoms.
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Accordingly, we sliced the pristine crystal as well so that both the crystals contain atoms
with same atom ID. We minimized both the pristine and twin embryo crystals. This time
we got stable twin embryo without using any stress. The boundary conditions used were
surface(x), surface(y) and periodic(z). Then we used NEB method to simulate this transition. We used 8, 16 and 24 replicas in 3 different simulations. Figure 2 shows the two
stable crystals used in this process.
In the third case, we took a Magnesium bicrystal with a h2̄110i axis asymmetric tilt
grain boundary (GB) [12, 11]. This crystal contains 188760 atoms. Tension was applied
on this bicrystal [117] along the c-axis of the top grain and the resulting state contained
two twin embryos along with deformed interface and presence of dislocations. The initial
bicrystal and the one with twin embryo were minimized under zero stress to obtain the two
stable states of this transition. Let’s call these stable states as GBinitial and GBfinal . Then we
used the NEB method with 16 replicas to obtain the MEP of this phenomenon, as shown
in Figure 3. The boundary conditions in this case were periodic, periodic, surface in x, y
and z respectively.
For both the second and third case, minimization was done using ‘quickmin’ [71]
method in LAMMPS. The NEB method works only with ‘quickmin’ and ‘fire’ minimization styles [91]. Quickmin is an algorithm to perform damped dynamics minimization
across all the replicas [78, 58]. These files were opened in Ovito and color coding was
done as per their energy values [95].
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Figure 3.3: (a)Mg bicrystal with h2̄110i axis asymmetric tilt grain boundary (GB)(b)Same
Mg bicrystal with {101̄2} twin embryo (c) Enlarged view of the highlighted asymmetric
GB in (b) with twins (d)Minimum energy path of the transition.
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3.4

Results and Discussions
For the first case, although we were able to get good energy curve by calculating the en-

ergies of individual files, we were not able to get it done using NEB method. The possible
reason behind this could be because we used totally an ideal crystal for the purpose. Presence of a twin embryo in the middle of a homogeneous crystal is practically impossible.
The crystal does not contain any defects or dislocations and inserting a twin embryo using
Matlab does not resemble a real-case scenario. We think NEB method was not designed
to simulate an ideal case and hence, probably we were not able to get good results. We
included these results in our methodology to illustrate the MEP concept.
The second case better resembles a real case scenario. A twin embryo on the surface
of a crystal is more likely to be formed than in the middle. If we look closely, the twin
embryo has been sliced along the basal plane. The energy of the surface of the basal plane
is lower than that of the prismatic plane and this gives it more favorability to form twin.
The basal plane is closer packed than the prismatic plane and hence the atoms in basal
plane have lower energy. Upon using 24 replicas to simulate this process, an activation
barrier of 52.04 eV was obtained. Visualizing the dump files in Ovito, it is seen that the
twin embryo is gradually growing until it reaches the last replica. The twin embryo actually
starts forming from the 14th replica and the energy actually drops at that point and gradually
increases until the penultimate replica. The last replica has slight reduction in energy (0.26
eV).
The third case looks more realistic than the other two since we used crystals with
defects like GB and dislocations. Like the earlier cases, we minimized the crystals at
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first to obtain the two stable states and then used the NEB method. We used 16 replicas
to simulate this transition and obtained the energy graph as shown in Figure 3d. If we
visualize the obtained dump files using Ovito, then it is seen that the twin embryo starts
forming 9th replica onwards. However, there is sudden rise in energy in the 8th replica and
there is some energy drop in the 9th one. This is consistent with the second case where
energy dropped when twin embryo just started forming. Prior to this, there was almost a
linear increase in energy. And even after the drop, the energy keeps increasing. It’s natural
for the energy to increase during twinning but the drop in the middle replica is a matter
requiring further research. We used a spring constant of 10 eV/Ang2 in all the simulations
and we think adjusting the values of spring constant and increasing the minimization of
each replica would give better results which is a part of our future work. Also, we are
working to compare the behavior of Titanium [83] to Magnesium twin nucleation under
the same conditions. Like Magnesium, we have generated the a and c parameters for Ti
and working on the implementation of NEB method for similar cases.

3.5

Conclusions
From these results, we can conclude that the NEB method can be of great help to find

the MEP during twinning. While this work is still in early stages, it shows great promise
as more realistic scenarios are introduced and a wider variety of nucleation scenarios are
explored. NEB method demonstrates the ability to quantify the preference of various sites
such as low angle grain boundaries and free surfaces on various planes to activate twin
embryos and also illustrates the process by which these embryos activate. Thus, critical
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insight for higher scale modeling can be obtained allowing better incorporation of twinning
in continuum scale models.
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CHAPTER 4
AN ATOMISTIC GATEWAY INTO CAPTURING TWIN NUCLEATION IN CRYSTAL
PLASTICITY

4.1

Abstract
Capturing twin nucleation in crystal plasticity is a long-standing problem due to its

localization and site sensitivity. Quantifying local energy to induce a stable twin is a unique
challenge and profoundly informs the microstructural evolution. We performed nudged
elastic band atomistic calculations identifying minimum energy path and activation energy
for {101̄2} twin nucleation. This enables gauging the transformations from an initial state
without twins to a final state with twins under various boundary conditions. The role of
stress and atomic structure in twinning can be understood by the minimum energy path,
energy barrier, and relaxed energy.

4.2

Introduction
{101̄2} twinning is profuse in traditional hexagonal close packed (HCP) metals [25,

119]. This leads to a strong anisotropy and asymmetry known to be associated with poor
ductility and low energy absorption of the material. For a given grain, these twins are
easily produced by tension along or compression perpendicular to the c-axis during plastic
deformation [25]. Although twin nucleation is captured intrinsically at the atomistic scale,
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the anisotropic response at higher length scales has not yet been adequately predicted. An
intriguing challenge today is how to best capture twin nucleation in higher scale modeling
of plasticity.
Twinning is a much more complex form of plasticity than slip: incorporating shear,
shuffles and creation of new grain boundaries reminiscent of dynamic recrystallization
[51, 9]. Twins begin in a particular region inside the material when the macroscopic applied stress reaches a certain threshold. However, other regions undergoing the same resolved shear stress may not experience twinning, which stands out in stark contrast with
homogeneous dislocation behavior. This regional behavior could be handled by full-field
crystal plasticity by limiting the twin volume fraction on the basis of its crystallographic
correlation with the shear strain level at the current increment, via the twin characteristic
shear. However, the choice of the integration points to undergo twinning remains arbitrary at best, asserting an unrealistic stochastic nature of twinning. One way to mitigate
this challenge is to try predicting the site of a second twin based on the location of an
existing one as experimental evidence has accumulated a tendency of maintaining a regular twin spacing as the parent twins [77, 7, 92]. This method does not fully resolve the
site-specific nucleation issue especially when multiple twin variants are nucleating at the
same time, making the micromechanical calculation of the stress state around the preceding twin cumbersome. Propagation of twins is no less complex as it involves twin-twin
interactions [29], faceting [10], lengthwise shooting, and patterning. In Mg, {101̄2} twins
entirely consume favorably oriented grains [52].
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Figure 4.1: (a) A schematic representation of nudged elastic band (NEB) method. The initial and final stable configurations are shown to lie on a potential energy surface (PES). The
NEB method at first does a linear interpolation between the two stable states (blue dots)
and then minimizes the intermediate states to provide the minimum energy path (green
dots) [91]. (b) A typical graph depicting the minimum energy path (MEP). The dots represent energy of each of the intermediate states. Ea is the height of activation barrier while
∆E is the energy difference between the two stable states of the transition.
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As such, nucleation of twins remains highly dependent on local defect content and
neighboring twins and the entire microstructural evolution depends on interactions between
growing twin nuclei. Thus, a means of rating the potential of certain sites to enable twin
nucleation is warranted. Twins often nucleate from grain boundaries. In this case, potential
nucleation criteria are 1) grain boundary misorientation [46], 2) grain boundary angle, 3)
grain boundary vacancies, defects, and segregated elements, and 4) strain rate vis a vis to
the local stress tensor. These effects underlie previously reported non-Schmid behaviors
[8, 50]. While traditional molecular dynamics has been used in to elucidate some of these
dependencies [112], their severe time-scale limitations restricted diffusion effects that are
critical for many nucleation phenomena. In this paper, we partially alleviate this problem
by using the Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) method for atomic simulations [48, 38].
NEB is in fact a chain of states method [79] that uses a string of images (duplicates or
replicas) to describe transition from an initial configuration to a final configuration. Figure 1(a) shows a schematic representation of the NEB method on a potential energy surface
(PES). The PES is a mathematical function that defines the energy of a system from its geometry. The NEB method searches for a minimum energy path (MEP) between two stable
states. The NEB method guesses a path between initial and final states for all the atoms
before iterating several times to relax this path. Finally, it produces a MEP along with the
height of the energy activation barrier. The MEP is a curve through phase space that finds
its way over saddle points to connect intermediate states using the lowest energies possible
to create that curve. Any point on the MEP is at an energy minimum in all directions perpendicular to the path [91]. A typical energy plot depicting MEP is shown in Figure 1(b).
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The NEB method ensures continuity of the path by providing spring interactions between
the images along the band. The spring forces constrain the images by maintaining their
distances from neighboring states from growing too large. This enables all of the states to
relax while remaining continuously connected. Each image “i” experiences forces due to
spring interactions (spring forces) and the gradient of potential energy (true force). Mathematically,

F~ i = F~i s + F~i r

(4.1)

where F~i s is the spring force and F~i r is the true force. The perpendicular component
of the spring force causes drift of the energy pathway while the parallel component of
true force allows non-equidistance distribution of images along the energy pathway. In the
NEB method, these two forces are projected out while minimizing the elastic band. The
force on image i then becomes:
F~ i = F~ i sk + F~ i r⊥
~ i ) − (R
~ i − R~i-1 )].τ̂ k τ̂ k − ∇V
~ (R
~ i )⊥
= k[(R~i+1 − R

(4.2)

~ (R
~ i ) − ∇V
~ (R
~ i ).τ̂ i ]
= F~i s .τ̂ k τ̂ k − [∇V
where τ̂ k is a unit vector tangent to the minimization path, R is position of image i and k
is the spring constant. The choice of the spring constant has negligible effect on computational time and no effect on the activation energy values [93].
The NEB method has been applied successfully to a wide range of problems. Although
other methods [39] were used earlier to identify MEPs, they had inaccuracies resulting
from the MEP being much longer than a linear path and higher uncertainties near the saddle
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point. The NEB method has been proven ideal for measuring the MEP in comparison to
these other algorithms [48].
The NEB method is divided into two stages. In the first stage, the replicas converge
towards the MEP while in the second stage, barrier climbing calculations are done to drive
replica with the highest energy to the top or saddle point of the barrier. After a few iterations with the initial NEB, the climbing image calculations provide a rigorous convergence
to saddle point without any significant additional computation costs [39].

4.3

Methodology
In this work, we performed NEB calculations to study {101̄2} twin formation in Mg

and Ti, but focus our discussions on the results obtained for Ti. Both Mg and Ti exhibited very similar behaviors for the {101̄2} twin mode. Titanium alloys have two important
phases - α (hcp) and β (bcc). The α phase undergoes {101̄2} twinning to accommodate
c-axis extension [83, 43]. We use a Ti bicrystal with a h2110i axis asymmetric tilt grain
boundary (GB). The bicrystal, with 49616 atoms, is created in Matlab [69] such that the
misorientation of the hci axis between the upper and lower grains is approximately 30◦
about the h2̄110i direction. A meam/spline Ti potential developed by Henning et. al [40]
was used with LAMMPS [78] and Ovito [95]. The data generated was minimized to get an
initial stable configuration as shown in Figure 2(a). To get the final configuration, a twin
embryo is inserted on the upper half of this data using Matlab, which solves for displacement field due to a series of twinning dislocation loops plus shuffling inside the embryo.
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The displacement field is calculated analytically using the isotropic approximation for a
loop composed of straight dislocation segments by Balluffi [89].
We planted twin embryos at GBs as they are widely known to be preferential sites for
spawning twin nucleation. 24 dislocation loops were used to generate a twin embryo that
covers more than (1/3)rd of the bicrystal volume. Upon minimization, this produced the
final stable configuration shown in Figure 2(b). Minimization was performed in LAMMPS
while adjusting the box size to relieve the stress. Next, a small layer of atoms on each
side of the simulation box in x dimension are fixed so as to mimic real stress application.
Different values of compression perpendicular to the c-axis (of upper half) are applied on
each of them while relaxing the other stresses. Figure 2 shows both obtained configurations
after applying a compressive stress of 1.5 GPa. Using these stable configurations, we ran
NEB calculations to obtain the MEP for the associated transition. The boundary conditions
used are surface, periodic, and surface in the x, y and z dimensions, respectively. The
conjugate Gradient (CG) minimization algorithm is used for minimizing these files while
dampened dynamics is used for the NEB calculations. We use 24 or more replicas for these
atomistic simulations, which is larger than the 5 to 20 used by Henkelman and Jonsson
[38]. This number of replicas provided a high resolution characterization of the energy
landscape. Higher numbers of replicas were tested for certain configurations, up to 100
replicas, and the results demonstrated no significant change in the replicas’ path or energy.
We ran initial NEB for 12000 timesteps while barrier climbing NEB was conducted for
another 9000 timesteps with both the force and energy tolerance of 10−16 units. Spring
constants of 0.1 eV/Ang2 were used for both parallel and perpendicular nudging forces.
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Higher timestep cutoffs were tested, up to 120K. The results indicated that convergence
beyond the first 12000 timesteps was negligible. The results were visualized and analyzed
using Ovito [95].

z

y

x

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: (a) Initial stable configuration (b) Final stable configuration. Color coding is
based on energy. Blue arrows indicate compressive stress that was applied during minimization.

Real crystals have vacancies which can play an important role in altering the twinning
process and hence the MEP. As such, we inserted various concentrations of vacancies into
the bicrystal using Matlab. High energy particles at the GB of the initial configuration were
deleted to create a desired number of vacancies. The particles with same atom identifier
in the final configuration were also deleted to establish consistency in the presence of
vacancies. As a result, the GB became more disordered with some atoms possessing high
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energy. Therefore, we equilibrated the box again at a temperature of 150 K or 200 K for
5 ps and re-minimized before running the NEB algorithm. Such thermal excitation was
helpful for locating deeper minima for the initial and final points of the MEP.

4.4

Results and Discussions
We began by applying a compression stress of 100 MPa and then gradually move onto

the higher values up to 1.5 GPa. Table 4.1 presents energy barrier (Ea ) and energy difference between the initial and final stable states (∆E) for different values of applied compression. From 100 MPa to 500 MPa, the energies of the initial and final configurations
don’t show much variation. However, they change significantly with higher stresses. The
values of Ea follow the same trend. The results do not provide a discernible pattern on the
increment/decrement of Ea and ∆E. However, we can still confidently infer that while the
value of ∆E fluctuates by a small amount, Ea depicts an overall increasing trend for higher
stress applications.

Table 4.1: Variation in Ea and ∆E with applied compressive stress
Stress (MPa)

Ea (eV)

∆E (eV)

100

200.59

177.09

250

198.72

178.79

350

202

180.5

500

204.66

178.77

1000

192.58

171.51

1500

219.22

174.74
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(a) - 1st image

(b) – 8th image

(c) – 11th image

(d) – 12th image

(e) – 14th image

(f) – 18th image

(g) – 21st image

(h) – 24th image

x

Figure 4.3: Snapshots of molecular statics simulation showing sequence of images at different stages of the twin transition. Color coding is done based on Common Neighbor
Analysis in Ovito.

Figure 3 presents a series of images showing transition from untwinned initial state to
the twinned stable state when 1.5 GPa was applied in compression. Although 24 images
were used in the actual simulation, we have presented only 8 of them for space interest.
Most of the atomic movement is only around the GB up to the 8th image. This can be seen
from the close resemblance the 8th image bears with 1st image. From the 9th image onwards,
subtle changes are conspicuous on the twin embryo nucleation site. The twin embryo can
be distinctly observed in the 12th image after which it start to gradually develop into a
larger domain. In the meantime, smaller twins spawned in the lower half of the bicrystal.
The transition of these images is clearly reflected on their MEP as shown in Figure 4a.
The energy of the replicas keeps on increasing until the twin embryo nucleated, and then
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decreased during growth. As can be seen from the MEP, this process has an activation
barrier of 219.22 eV, and released 174.77 eV of thermal energy during the entire twinning
process.

Table 4.2: Variation in activation energy (Ea ), energy difference between the initial and
final configurations (∆E), contraction of the simulation box (Strain %), work performed
during contraction (Ework ) and energy relaxed by the twinning process (Etwin ) with respect
to the number of vacancies while applying 1.5 GPa of compressive stress.
Vacancies

Ea (eV)

∆E (eV)

Strain %

Ework

Etwin

0

219.22

174.74

3.05

216.8653

42.1253

210

323.1

161.33

5.14

365.1788

203.8488

450

476.56

118.81

6.43

456.9321

338.1221

726

360.99

97.7

4.17

295.9735

198.2735

955

468.27

34.87

6.13

435.4826

400.6126

1386

695.47

-42.02

6.11

434.6944

476.7144

Vacancies were inserted with amounts ranging from 200 to 1400 while applying 1.5 GPa
of compressive stress. Table 4.2 provides a comparison between the number of vacancies
and the corresponding values of Ea , ∆E , strain energy (Ework ), and relaxed energy (Etwin ).
Figure 4b presents a graphical representation of the associated trend. The results reveal
a clear upward trend of Ea , Ework , Etwin with increasing number of vacancies. In contrast,
∆E continuously decreased till it dropped below zero from around 1150 vacancies. Ework
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is the amount of energy added to the simulation by the imposed loading during twinning
assuming constant stress:
W ork = F orce ∗ displacement
(4.3)
= (Stress ∗ Area) ∗ displacement
where, Stress is the applied stress, Area is the area of YZ plane where stress is applied,
and displacement is the average contraction of the simulation box that occurred during
twinning. ∆E is the increase in stored energy due to the defect content and local elastic
fields from the insertion of the twin. Thus, the difference between Ework and ∆E gives the
actual energy emitted to the thermal excitation by the twinning process. It is calculated
from the simulation box geometry that for 1.5 GPa stress, Ework , ∆E, and hence Etwin are
equal to 216.8653 eV, 174.74 eV, and 216.8653 - 174.74 = 42.1253 eV, respectively. Such
calculations were then carried out in the presence of vacancies as well. The results show
that vacancies increase the contraction of the simulation box, thereby increasing the value
of Ework . An increase in Ework and a decrease in ∆E in the presence of vacancies mean
an increase in Etwin . As ∆E equals zero and further decreases, Etwin is equal to Ework and
tallies a continued increase.
The strain energy was relaxed with no vacancies only when the stress applied was
1.5 GPa or higher. This is likely a scale effect of the simulation box size. Simulating
a larger box would increase strain energy relaxed by twinning while applying a smaller
amount of stress. We also made NEB calculations by minimizing the configurations with
constant strain conditions. The relaxation of strain energy with constant strain condition
would be more intuitive, but we failed to obtain energy relaxation, even at high constant
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MEP while applying 1.5 GPa
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(a)
Comparison of various energies with respect to the number of vacancies
Ea = Emax – Einitial
700

y=0.2907x+243.35
R2 =0.8116

∆E = Efinal – Einitial
y=-0.1591x+189.72
R2 =0.9722
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y=0.1129x+297.4
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Figure 4.4: (a) MEP traversed during 10-12 twin formation. (b) Graphical representation
of data in Table 2. The plot is obtained using linear regression analysis in Microsoft-Excel.
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strain. This could probably be alleviated with a larger simulation box. On the other hand,
constant stress implies work is added to the system as it plastically deforms, which is
relevant to most real applications of Ti. The shape of the final twin is quite satisfactory and
confirmed by similar results obtained via classical MD.

4.5

Conclusion and Further Works
In conclusion, the NEB method enables the prediction of twin formation susceptibility

based on energy criteria. NEB holds an advantage over molecular dynamics (MD) techniques for this sort of problem because it is not limited by the relaxation time for nucleation
to occur. On the other hand, the NEB problem requires defining the precise final positions
of all of the atoms in addition to their initial positions whereas MD is deterministic. If the
final positions are defined correctly, NEB can produce an activation energy plot representing the evolution of internal energy necessary to transition to the state with a nucleated twin
embryo. This is dependent upon sufficient convergence time, sufficient number of replicas,
and a good initial path from initial to final positions. Our approach of introducing a twin as
a field of disconnection loops appears suitable to produce a compatible pair of initial and
final states. Results from this preliminary work highlight the value of this technique and
demonstrate the essential role that vacancies play in enabling and enhancing twin nucleation. This indicates that by comparing various grain boundary structures and introducing
various alloy elements such as Al, Zn, and rare-earth elements in magnesium, we may be
able to develop a much more comprehensive view of how twin nucleation is enhanced or
impeded locally for a given microstructure. This provides an invaluable insight into the
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dynamics needed for higher scale models, such as full-field crystal plasticity which can
be greatly benefited by a better understanding of the propensity to produce twin embryos
locally as a function of the environment and stress-state.
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CHAPTER 5
TWIN NUCLEATION IN TI: A STUDY USING NUDGED ELASTIC BAND METHOD

5.1

Abstract
Capturing twin nucleation in full-field crystal plasticity is a long-standing problem in

materials science. The challenge resides mainly in the biased regional lattice transformation associated with twin formation in defiance of its obedience to a threshold stress law
which could be fulfilled in regions where twinning is deferred. Hence, determining a favorable site for nucleation of a twin variant remains a daunting task. We hypothesized
that this site-specific nucleation is sensitive to the prior atomic structure of the lattice so
twin embryos form in regions where the lattice transformation energy is minimum. Thus,
quantifying the local strain energy required to trigger a stable twin underscores the nonpseudo-slip behavior of twin nucleation and growth. We performed atomistic calculations
based on the nudged elastic band method to identify the minimum energy path and activation energy associated with {101̄2} twin nucleation in titanium. This method allows to
gauge the transformations that the lattice could experience when evolving from a given
thermodynamic state to a final state of a predefined twin embryo under various boundary
conditions. Results of calculations demonstrate that the role of stress and atomic structure in twin nucleation could be understood in terms of the minimum energy path, energy
barrier, and relaxed energy.
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5.2

Introduction
Twinning is a prominent plastic deformation mechanism for many commercial mate-

rials such as TWIP steels and other hexagonal close packed (HCP) metals (Mg, Ti, etc.)
[25, 3, 119]. These HCP metals are widely used in industrial applications because of their
low density and high stiffness. However, they lack enough number of independent active
slip systems due to which twinning becomes more pronounced in them and plays significant role in their strength and ductility. Twinning, along with pyramidal slip provides a
means to accommodate deformation along c-axis in HCP materials. Contrary to face centered cubic (FCC) and body centered cubic (BCC) metals which have limited number of
twinning systems, there are at least seven twinning modes in HCP metals, most of which
are observed to be active in Ti and Zr [25, 118, 120]. Of particular interest is {101̄2} twin
mode which is highly prevalent in HCP metals [119].
Twinning is a much more complex form of plasticity than slip. Twinning alters the
positions of atoms, induces shear strain in a particular region inside a material, shuffles [51]
the atoms and generates new interfaces. Twinning should be viewed as a combination of 3
steps - nucleation [110, 109], growth [60] and propagation [29]. Nucleation and growth of
twins is highly dependent on the points of their origin. Propagation of twins is a complex
phenomenon as it involves twin-twin interactions [29], faceting [10] and patterning. This
occurs very quickly as twins can shoot from one side of a grain to the other and in Mg such
twins have been known to grow until the parent grain is entirely consumed by the twin
[52]. For adequate combinations of stress sign and state, {101̄2} twinning could take on a
large part of plastic accommodation in traditional hexagonal close packed (HCP) and other
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low symmetry metals [119, 25], leading to a strong anisotropy and asymmetry known to be
associated with poor ductility and low energy absorption of the material. Such an unusual
process requires dedicated treatment in higher scale modelling and often can only roughly
approximate experimental data as the material description changes from that which is used
at lower scales. This work, within the frame of Molecular Statics (MS), focuses on the
origin of {101̄2} twins in Ti.
Twin nucleation carries a great significance since the subsequent growth of twins and
eventually the twinned microstructure is highly dependent on the points of their origin.
Twin nucleation mechanisms for HCP metals are broadly divided into homogeneous and
heterogeneous nucleation models. Homogeneous model, which requires pristine parent
domain, was first introduced by Orowan [75] where he derived an expression for minimum
stable size of twin nucleus in Zn. Heterogenous nucleation occurs at defect sites such as
grain boundaries (GBs) or dislocations [81, 21, 23, 13, 28]. Identification of the origin
points for twin nucleation in an initial microstructure is still at early stages of research,
making it a ripe area for dedicated study.
Determining where the first twin nucleus forms is an unresolved issue although Paudel
et al [77], Barnett et al [7] and Siska et al [92] have done some work to estimate the
nucleation of next twin based on the stress state of the first one. We tried to quantify twin
formation susceptibility based on energy criteria in our previous work [36]. Owing to the
importance of origin points for twin nucleation, a guideline is required on how to address
the tendency of certain sites to nucleate twins. The effect of misorientation [46], angle of
the interface, and the role played by vacancies and segregated elements in the GB need
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to be well understood. The process of twin nucleation has a strong non-Schmid behavior
[8]. Hence the effects of applied stress tensor and the response of various sites to different
types of loading need clear understanding before we can rate the propensity of sites to
twin nucleation. Atomistic simulations conducted by J. Wang [112, 108, 109], Hong-lu
[116], Barrett [12] have attempted to address these issues with some success but the fact
that MD is conducted at such a small size and time-scale and hence can’t sample diffusion
effects stands as a major hindrance. To answer these questions and quantify the points
where twins prefer to nucleate, we turn to atomistic simulations with Nudged Elastic Band
(NEB) method [48, 38].

5.3

NEB Method
NEB method is an efficient technique to find minimum energy path (MEP) between

two stable states of a transition [48, 38, 72]. MEP is a curve through phase space that finds
its way over saddle points to connect intermediate states using the lowest energies possible
to create that curve [85]. A MEP is a continuous line describing the evolution of reaction
and the intermediate states between reactants and products. MEP emerges from reactants,
traces the intermediate stages, reaches the saddle before terminating in products. Any point
on the MEP is at an energy minimum in all directions perpendicular to the path [91]. The
highest point on the MEP is known as the saddle point energy and gives an estimation of
the activation barrier and reaction rate for that particular reaction. A typical energy plot
with 11 images depicting MEP is shown in fig 1(b).
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NEB is a chain of states method [79] that uses a string of images (duplicates or replicas)
to describe transition from an initial configuration to final configuration. It is an algorithm
which is an approximation defined to find the MEP. In other words, NEB describes the
movement of atoms from initial stable state to final stable state while requiring the least
amount of energy possible. There could be several reaction pathways connecting the reactants and products out of which NEB identifies the one that requires minimum energy. The
NEB algorithm guesses an initial path for all the atoms between the two local minima on
the potential energy surface (PES). Then it iterates several times to relax this initial path
for optimizing the location of the images and finally gives the MEP along with the height
of activation barrier. Figure 1(a) is a schematic of NEB method on a PES. A PES is a
mathematical function that gives energy of a system as a function of its geometry.
To govern the identification of MEP, NEB method employs a set of images/replicas
(typically, 4-20) of the system between initial and final configurations [39]. The number
of images to be used in NEB seems to be a tricky choice between getting a high resolution of the energy landscape and the computational requirements. Sobie et al [93] used
30-60 images in their calculations whereas Henkelman et al [38] opines that a band with
more than 12 images takes much longer to converge and develops large fluctuations before
eventually converging to the MEP. The NEB method ensures continuity of the MEP by
providing spring interactions between the images along the band. The spring forces constrain the images by maintaining their distances from neighboring states from growing too
large. This enables all of the states to relax while remaining continuously connected so
that it can construct a path through configuration space.
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Figure 5.1: (a) A schematic representation of nudged elastic band (NEB) method. The initial and final stable configurations are shown to lie on a potential energy surface (PES). The
NEB method at first does a linear interpolation between the two stable states (blue dots)
and then minimizes the intermediate states to provide the minimum energy path (green
dots) [91]. (b) A typical graph depicting the minimum energy path (MEP). The dots represent energy of each of the intermediate states. Ea is the height of activation barrier while
∆E is the energy difference between the two stable states of the transition.
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Each image i experiences forces due to spring interactions (spring forces) and the gradient of potential energy (true force). This force projection is referred to as ”nudging”.
Mathematically,
F~ i = F~i s + F~i r

(5.1)

where F~i s is the spring force and F~i r is the true force. The perpendicular component of
the spring force causes drift of the energy pathway while the parallel component of true
force allows non-equidistance distribution of images along the energy pathway. In the NEB
method, these two forces are projected out while minimizing the elastic band. Hence the
total force acting on an image i is the sum of the spring force along the band and the true
force perpendicular to the band. Now, the force on image i becomes:
F~ i = F~ i sk + F~ i r⊥
~ i ) − (R
~ i − R~i-1 )].τ̂ k τ̂ k − ∇V
~ (R
~ i )⊥
= k[(R~i+1 − R

(5.2)

~ (R
~ i ) − ∇V
~ (R
~ i ).τ̂ i ]
= F~i s .τ̂ k τ̂ k − [∇V
where τ̂ k is a unit vector tangent to the minimization path, R is position of image i and k
is the spring constant. The choice of the spring constant has negligible effect on computational time and no effect on the activation energy values [93].
The NEB method is divided into two stages, both of which are performed using damped
dynamics minimization schemes. In the first stage, the replicas converge towards the MEP
while in the second stage, barrier climbing calculations are done to drive replica with the
highest energy to the top or saddle point of the barrier. After a few iterations with the
initial NEB, the climbing image calculations provide a rigorous convergence to saddle
point without any significant additional computation costs [39].
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The NEB method has been successfully applied to a wide range of problems - surface
diffusion of atoms, dislocation nucleation, chemical reaction in enzymes etc. [33, 101,
74, 115]. There was ’Plain Elastic Band’ (PEB) method, that preceded NEB. PEB faced
problems of corner cutting with higher stiffness and lower resolution at the saddle point
with lower stiffness. NEB overcomes these shortcomings by using force projection scheme
to converge the elastic band to the MEP [48].
There are other available schemes which converge the elastic band to the MEP. Climbing image NEB (CI-NEB) method is very similar to NEB which identifies image with highest energy and moves it up the potential energy surface. It provides rigorous convergence
to saddle point and has different spacing of the images on each side of the climbing image.
Variable spring constants can be employed in the NEB or CI-NEB schemes to obtain better
resolution near the saddle point [39]. Doubly nudged elastic band method (D-NEB), string
method and simplified string method [91] are all similar to the NEB method except for a
few modifications. An automated NEB (AutoNEB) method is another algorithm that is
like regular NEB but uses fewer computational resources [57].

5.4

Methodology
This paper focuses on NEB calculations on {101̄2} twin formation in Ti. However,

we started our simulations with another HCP metal - Mg. We obtained lattice parameters,
a and c, for Mg by relaxing 2 atom unit cell in LAMMPS [78]. A Mg bicrystal with
188600 atoms and h2̄110i axis asymmetric tilt GB with around 30◦ misorientation was
created in Matlab. It was generated by appending two low-index planes to make a low51

misorientation tilt bicrystal. Misorientation angle is the minimum angle needed to rotate
one grain to the adjacent grain. This type of MD simulation has been demonstrated in
the past to give good nucleation results, and experimental work has confirmed that twin
nucleation is more frequent at boundaries with these misorientations [46]. Moreover, the
boundary energy is high, as most HCP tilt boundaries with similar misorientations are, so
the boundary adopts a somewhat complex core structure upon relaxation [107, 106]. Then
we inserted a {101̄2} twin embryo onto this bicrystal using Matlab code which solves for
the displacement field due to a series of twinning dislocation loops plus shuffling inside
the embryo using isotropic approximation. This boundary was chosen for NEB analysis
partially because it does produce twin nucleation with dynamics, which matches quite
nicely with the structure produced by NEB. NEB is run on this bicrystal using modified
embedded atomic method (MEAM) potential developed by Wu et. al [114]. The results
obtained from these simulations were convincing enough to shed light on the invaluable
application of NEB to find energy barrier and MEP [35].
The Mg bicrystal is reduced in size and scaled to obtain a Ti bicrystal with 49616
atoms. Both Mg and Ti exhibit very similar results for the {101̄2} twin mode. Titanium
alloys have two important phases - α (HCP) and β (BCC). The α phase undergoes {101̄2}
twinning to accommodate c-axis extension [83, 43]. A meam/spline Ti potential developed
by Henning et. al [40] is used with LAMMPS. The obtained data is further minimized to
get initial stable configuration.
Such a bicrystal isn’t realistic. Real crystals have a lot of defects like dislocations,
vacancies, GBs etc. in them. Some kind of pre-existing defects are required to spawn a
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Figure 5.2: [2̄110] axis asymmetric tilt GB. The bicrystal contains 48876 atoms and 740
vacant sites. (a) Initial stable configuration (b) Final configuration, stabilized under 500
MPa compression, with {101̄2} twin embryo. Color coding is done based on energy in
Ovito. Although only the upper twin was inserted, another twin also spawned on the lower
right corner during minimization. The GB looks distorted due to the presence of significant
number of vacancies.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Minimum energy stable configuration of a Ti bicrystal with [0001] axis
twist boundary and {101̄2} TB (b) Minimum stable configuration of a crystal with {101̄1}
GB and {101̄2} TB. Color coding is done based on energy.
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twin. To quantify the role played by vacancies in altering the twinning process and hence
the MEP, we insert vacancies in various concentrations into the bicrystal using Matlab
code. Higher energy atoms with same particle identifier near the TB are deleted in both
the stable configurations to generate vacancies. Starting from around 250 vacancies, we
increase the number in steps to around 1400. As a result, the GB looks disordered and the
atoms possess higher energy. Hence, the bicrystal is thermally equilibrated at a temperature
of 150 K for 5 ps and re-minimized before running the NEB algorithm. Such thermal
excitation is helpful for locating deeper minima for the initial and final points of the MEP.
A twin embryo is inserted on the upper half of the initial state using Matlab code to get
final state, which is further minimized to get final stable configuration as shown in Figure
2. Since larger twins are more stable than smaller ones, we insert a twin embryo that spans
more than (1/3)rd volume of the bicrystal. These twins are easily produced by tension
along or compression perpendicular to the c-axis during plastic deformation [25]. Since
the upper half of the bicrystal has c-axis along z direction, we apply compressive stress. We
fix a few layers of atoms on each side of the simulation box in x dimension to mimic real
stress application scenario. Using these stable configurations, we run NEB calculations
to obtain MEP for this transition. The boundary conditions used are surface, periodic and
surface in the x, y and z dimensions respectively. Conjugate Gradient (CG) minimization
algorithm is used for minimizing these files while dampened dynamics is used for the NEB
calculations. We use more replicas (24) compared to that of atomistic simulations (5-20)
by Henkelman and Jonsson [38] thereby providing a high resolution characterization of the
energy landscape. We run initial NEB for 12000 timesteps while barrier climbing NEB is
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run for another 9000 timesteps with both force and energy tolerance of 10−16 units. Spring
constants of 0.1 eV/Ang2 are used for both parallel and perpendicular nudging forces. The
obtained data is visualized and analyzed using Ovito [95].
In this paper, we also present our work on the role of symmetric tilt grain boundary
(STGB) and few other frequently occurring GBs on {101̄2} twin nucleation in Ti. GBs
can be classified into various groups based on the details of their structures. Dislocations,
burgers vector, step height, tilt angle, misorientation etc. are the characteristics of GBs
depending on which their ability to absorb, annihilate or release the defects are defined. GB
misorientations play significant role in the nucleation, growth and propagation of {101̄2}
twins. Hence, it is crucial to understand the GB misorientation distribution [113, 103, 100].
Figure 3 consists of two bicrystals depicting the interactions of {101̄2} TB with [0001]
axis twist boundary in Figure 3(a) and with {101̄1} GB in Figure 3(b). Such bicrystals are
generated in Matlab. The birystal with {0001} axis twist boundary has 145080 atoms. The
c-axis is along z-axis and hence it is stabilized using compressive stress along x-axis. This
bicrystal is equilibrated at 300 K temperature for sufficiently long time before stabilizing
the embryo using 500 MPa compressive stress. The second bicrystal, with 41500 atoms,
is derived by cutting and reorienting a bicrystal which had {101̄1} GB along the x-axis
and around 142000 atoms originally. With rotation, c-axis is oriented along the x-axis
and hence it is stabilized using tensile stress along x-axis. As the crystal is small in size,
it wasn’t possible to stabilize the twin using tensile stress less than 1.5 GPa. Both the
configurations have surface boundaries in x and z directions but periodic in y direction.
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{10-12} twin embryo
61.56
degrees

{10-11} STGB

Matrix

Y

(a)

X
Z
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Figure 5.4: [2̄110] axis STGB with 61.56 degree tilt angle, 47880 atoms and surface,
surface, periodic boundary conditions. Figure (b) consists of {101̄2} twin embryo on the
upper half. Color coding is done based on energy in Ovito.

We employed [2̄110] axis STGB for our work. STGBs are the simplest of all GBs
and can be described only with the tilt axis and tilt angle. They have relatively lower
energies and hence are more stable. However, for a given STGB, depending on the tilt
angle, the GB structure can vary resulting in the variation of GB energies. We generated a
number of [2̄110] axis STGBs by varying the tilt angle from 0 to 90 degrees, using Matlab.
Figure 4 is one such STGB with 61.56◦ tilt angle. These bicrystals are then minimized
to obtain relaxed initial structures. A {101̄2} twin embryo is inserted on the upper half
of such bicrystals and minimized to obtain final stable structures. Energies of these GBs
are calculated and tallied against the values obtained by Wang et. al [107]. Individual GB
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energies and the overall plot closely match with this work as can be seen in Figure 5. Then
we run NEB calculations to quantify the effects of such STGBs on {101̄2} twin nucleation.

5.5

Results and Discussion
Once we insert vacancies into the bicrystal GB, it becomes more distorted as can be

seen in Figure 2. Although the {101̄2} twin is inserted only on the upper half, another
twin also spawns on the lower right corner during minimization. We were able to stabilize
our configurations under the application of stresses ranging from 100 MPa to 1.5 GPa.
However, we were not able to get energy relaxations with lower stresses. Hence, here we
present results from NEB calculations when 500 MPa, 1 GPa and 1.5 GPa compressive
stresses were used to relax configurations.

Tilt angle vs GB energy for [2-1-10] axis STGB
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Figure 5.5: Variation in energies of [2̄110] axis STGBs with respect to tilt angle.
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(a) – 1st image

(b) – 6th image

(c) – 9th image

(d) – 12th image

(e) – 15th image

(f) – 18th image

(g) – 21st image

(h) – 24th image

x

Figure 5.6: Snapshots of Molecular Statics simulation showing sequence of images at
different stages of transition for a Ti bicrystal with [2̄110] axis asymmetric tilt GB and
1398 vacancies. Compressive stress of 500 MPa is applied and color coding is done based
on Common Neighbor Analysis with a cut-off of 0.3 nm in Ovito to recognize crystalline
defects.
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Figure 6 presents a series of images showing transition from untwinned initial state
to the twinned stable state for 1398 vacancies when 500 MPa is applied in compression.
Although 24 images were used in the actual simulation, we have presented only 8 of them
for space interest. Most of the atomic movement is only around the GB up to the 8th image.
This can be seen from the close resemblance the 8th image bears with 1st image. From the
9th image onwards we can see subtle changes on the twin embryo nucleation site. The twin
embryo can be distinctly observed in the 12th image after which it gradually develops into
a larger twin. In the meantime, smaller twins spawn on the lower half of the bicrystal. The
transition of these images is clearly reflected on their MEP as shown in Figure 7(a). The
energy of the replicas keeps on increasing until the twin embryo is nucleated but during its
growth, the energy decreases. As can be seen from the MEP, this process has an activation
barrier of 539.2 eV and it also relaxes 28.36 eV during the twinning process.
Table 1 presents results from NEB calculations for different stress and vacancies. The
results indicate that there is a clear upward trend of Ea , Ework , Etwin with increasing the
number of vacancies for any amount of applied stress. Increment in Ea could very well be
due to the increase in disorderness of the atoms that results in them having to rearrange
more to get to the final configuration. It’s much easier for atoms to move in a regimented
fashion due to dislocation glide etc. than having to rearrange locally due to the presence of
vacancies to go to low energy structure. With vacancies, there is a greater energy cost to the
movement of atoms which results in higher energy barrier to be surmounted to reach the
final state, making it more difficult to twin the material. Moreover, increase in the number
of vacancies mean greater compression (increase in strain %) of the bicrystal that results
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Table 5.1: Variation in activation energy (Ea ), energy difference between the initial and
final configurations (∆E), contraction of the simulation box (Strain %), work done during
contraction (Ework ) and energy relaxed by the twinning process (Etwin ) with respect to the
number of vacancies and applied compressive stresses.
Stress

500 MPa

1 GPa

1.5 GPa

Vacancies

Ea (eV)

∆E (eV)

Strain %

Ework

Etwin

0

204.66

178.77

2.17

51.4737

-127.2963

217

212.35

130.33

2.51

59.7065

-70.6235

467

334.55

122.79

2.39

56.7439

-66.0461

740

361.23

87.91

3.03

71.9747

-15.9353

958

421.91

84.97

2.82

67.0138

-17.9562

1398

539.2

59.61

3.57

87.9722

28.3622

0

192.58

171.51

2.24

106.214

-65.296

217

242.53

140.32

2.75

130.519

-9.801

467

327.55

82.03

3.46

164.2571

82.2271

740

334.43

87.48

3.19

151.0089

63.5289

958

541.65

43.81

4.88

231.6527

187.8427

1398

508.52

32.98

4.65

220.8687

187.8887

0

219.22

174.74

3.05

216.8653

42.1253

210

323.1

161.33

5.14

365.1788

203.8488

450

476.56

118.81

6.43

456.9321

338.1221

726

360.99

97.7

4.17

295.9735

198.2735

955

468.27

34.87

6.13

435.4826

400.6126

1386

695.47

-42.02

6.11

434.6944

476.7144
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in higher values of strain energy. On the contrary, ∆E shows a decreasing trend. Ework
is the amount of energy added to the simulation by the imposed loading during twinning,
provided stress is kept constant. It is calculated as:

W ork = F orce ∗ displacement
(5.3)
= (Stress ∗ Area) ∗ displacement
where, Stress is the applied stress, Area is the area of the plane where stress is applied
and displacement is the average contraction of the simulation box that occurred during
twinning.
Figure 7 presents a graphical representation of the data in Table 1 for 500 MPa stress.
Figure 7(a) provides MEPs for the same bicrystal with and without vacancies while Figure
7(b) provides comparative plots on different energy values. As can be clearly seen from
the MEPs and trendlines, the activation barrier increases with larger number of vacancies
while the thermal energy released during the entire twinning process keeps on decreasing.
Increasing Ework but decreasing ∆E means the energy relaxed by the twinning process is
set to increase. The results also indicate that it is possible to get energy relaxed by the
twinning process if we have very high stress or large number of vacancies.
While Ea informs about the difficulty of twin nucleation, Etwin tells how difficult it is
for the twin to propagate once it nucleates. Higher value of Etwin means the twin is more
likely to grow and propagate. ∆E is the increase in stored energy due to the defect content
and local elastic fields from the insertion of the twin. Thus, the difference between Ework
and ∆E gives the actual energy emitted to thermal excitation by the twinning process. De62

creasing value of ∆E in Table 1 suggests that the stored energy due to elastic deformation
is getting released, possibly by twin nucleation. This is verified by the increment in Etwin
along with decrement in ∆E as we increase the number of vacancies. This means twinning
is an exothermic process and releases more energy with more vacancies.
Figure 8(a) presents a series of images depicting the transition of a Ti crystal with
[0001] axis twist boundary from an untwinned state to a twinned state. NEB simulations
with 24 replicas was run but only 8 of the images are presented here. [0001] axis twist
boundary is asymmetric and low energy boundary. The figure shows that complete twin
embryo forms on 13th image after which it starts to grow and stabilize. This is clearly
validated by the MEP on figure 8(b). The energy keeps on increasing until the twin embryo
is formed after which it decreases as the embryo becomes stable. The value of energy
barrier in this case is higher than in others. This is because the crystal has significantly
larger number of atoms and the GB itself is a low energy boundary.
Figure 9 is about a Ti bicrystal with {101̄1} GB and {101̄2} twin embryo. Figure 9(a)
consists of 8 images from different intermediate states of a 24 replica simulation. As can
be seen in the figure, the twin embryo keeps growing in size and finally the TB merges with
the GB. Figure 9(b) depicts MEP of the corresponding transition. {101̄1} is a stable and
symmetric GB. It is a low energy boundary and hence shrinks a lot during minimization
and has relatively higher energy barrier. However, we could not get a distinct energy barrier
as in the other cases. This could very well be attributed to the size effect of the crystal. This
is a small size simulation with 41418 atoms and hence the energy added to the simulation
box due to strain is much lower. Moreover, it is a stable twin boundary and won’t nucleate
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MEP comparison for different number of vacancies when the end
configurations are stabilized at 500 MPa
Without Vacancies
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467 Vacancies
740 Vacancies
958 Vacancies
1398 Vacancies
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(a)
Comparison of various energies with respect to the number of vacancies when the end configurations are
stabilized using 500 Mpa compressive stress
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Figure 5.7: (a) MEP traversed during 10-12 twin formation. (b) Graphical representation
of data in Table 2. The plot is obtained using linear regression analysis in Microsoft-Excel.
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MEP during {10-12} twin formation in Ti crystal
with [0001] axis twist boundary
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Figure 5.8: (a) Snapshots from MS simulations of a Ti bicrystal with [0001] axis twist
boundary during {101̄2} twinning. Color coding is done based on Common Neighbor
Analysis in Ovito. (b) Minimum Energy Path (MEP) traversed during the transition.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Snapshots from MS simulations of a Ti bicrystal with {101̄1} grain boundary during {101̄2} twinning. It has 41418 atoms and is stabilized using 1.5 GPa tensile
stress. Color coding is done based on Common Neighbor Analysis in Ovito. (b) Minimum
Energy Path (MEP) traversed during the transition.
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Figure 5.10: MEP during twin formation on a bicrystal with [2̄110] axis STGB and 61.56◦
tilt angle.

easily. Had the box been larger and stresses higher, we could have obtained a distinct
energy barrier.
We ran NEB simulations on a number of [2̄110] axis STGBs and obtained the various
energy parameters. Here we present comparative plots of MEP, work done and energy
relaxed during twin formation in 61.56◦ , 70.11◦ and 31.57◦ tilt angles. The configurations
in Figure 4 with 61.56◦ tilt angle are stabilized under 0.5 GPa tension and 0.1 GPa shear
to obtain initial and final stable states. Then we run NEB calculations and plot the MEP.
Also, we compute work done on each replica and total energy relaxed by the twinning
process as can be seen in Figure 10. This process has a distinct energy barrier of 235 eV,
work done of 163.66 eV, ∆E of 88.45 eV which means energy relaxed by this twinning
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{10-12} twin embryo
70.11
degrees
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Z

Figure 5.11: [2̄110] axis STGB with 70.11◦ tilt angle, 48420 atoms and surface, surface,
periodic boundary conditions. Figure (b) consists of {101̄2} twin embryo on the upper
half. Color coding is done based on energy in Ovito.

Figure 5.12: MEP during twin formation on a bicrystal with [2̄110] axis STGB and 70.11◦
tilt angle.
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process comes out to be 163.66-88.45 = 75.21 eV. Similarly, we run NEB and obtain MEP
and energy relaxations for 70.11◦ and 31.57◦ tilt angle boundaries the results of which can
be seen in Figure 11, 12 and Figure 13, 14 respectively.
We were able to calculate energy relaxations in all cases but we couldn’t obtain distinct energy barrier for all of them. Visualization of the replicas in Ovito shows that twin
embryos in low misorientation boundaries are emanating smoothly either from the free
surface or GBs while in case of high misorientation boundaries, they are reluctant to do so
and are mostly nucleating in the middle of the grain.

{10-12} twin embryo
31.57
degrees
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Y

(a)

X
Z
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Figure 5.13: [2̄110] axis STGB with 31.57◦ tilt angle, 48420 atoms and surface, surface,
periodic boundary conditions. Figure (b) consists of {101̄2} twin embryo on the upper
half. Color coding is done based on energy in Ovito.
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5.6

Discussion
24 seems to be a reasonable choice for the number of replicas for most of our simula-

tions. We did a number of convergence studies to confirm this statement. We used [2̄110]
axis asymmetric tilt GB in Fig 7 and varied the number of replicas from 8 to 150. In all the
cases, height of the energy barrier and overall shape of the MEP were almost the same as
can be seen in Fig 15.

[2-1-10] STGB; 31.57 degree tilt
IncreasedReplicaEnergy
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Figure 5.14: MEP during twin formation on a bicrystal with [2̄110] axis STGB and 31.57◦
tilt angle.

In some of the MEPs like Figure 9b, few replicas are on the right of the replica with
minimum energy. The reason could probably be that despite our energy relaxations, the
final configuration was not fully relaxed and hence NEB found some intermediate configurations with lower energy. It could also be a resolution issue. NEB locates local minimum
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Figure 5.15: Stress required seems to follow the same path of GB energy with respect to
tilt angle. Blue curve represents GB energy while orange curve is for stabilizing stress.

Figure 5.16: Stabilizing stress increases with misorientation angle except in the 30-60◦
range.
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Figure 5.17: Twin thickness decreases with misorientation angle except in the 30-60◦
range.

based on the number of available replicas and in this case maybe 24 was not enough to find
out deeper minimum. Employing larger number of replicas in such case may help to locate
global minimum. And for cases where we don’t get a distinct energy barrier as in Figure
14, increasing the dimensionality in phase space might help to locate the saddle points and
identify energy barrier. The MEP is a path through phase space which is spanned by all
the degrees of freedom of all the coordinates of the atoms. It is a very high dimensional
space. By increasing the number of replicas, we can expect to get more local minimums
and maximums.
NEB script uses both energy/force and tiemstep cutoff to decide on the number of
calculations. In our case, the timestep cutoff was reached first, which means forces greater
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Figure 5.18: Effect of number of replicas on energy barrier and overall MEP.
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than 10-16 still existed in the system. This does not merit concern because we have also
done convergence studies with much greater timestep cutoffs but the effect of that on the
MEP was negligible.
Our studies involve very small atomic movements. The distance in phase space between the initial and final configurations is small. Each atom moves relative to its nearest
neighbors by a very small fraction of lattice parameter (about 1/6 - 1/3). With the local
displacements being so small, the path through phase space becomes pretty simple. This
is why a small number of replicas and a linear interpolation both work well. Plasticity
driven by slip would actually be much more difficult to get right because of the larger local
displacements. Phenomena like diffusion, where there is significant atomic displacement,
may require very large number of replicas to capture intermediate stages. We computed
the slip vectors [124] to confirm that the relative atomic displacements were actually very
small. Table 3 presents magnitudes of slip vectors during various stages of the twin nucleation process. 4 atoms were selected from each of the twinned, untwinned and GB regions
of the bicrystal and their slip vectors considering 12 nearest neighboring atoms were calculated. It is clear from the table that there is negligible movement of atoms in the untwinned
region while the twinned atoms move a very small fraction of the lattice parameter. Maximum movement is observed in the GB region but that hardly exceeds the burgers vector,
thus backing our approximation that the atoms haven’t moved so much during the twinning
process. This suggest that the environment is not drastically changing from initial to final
configurations and we can be fairly confident that our linear starting approximation works
well.
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Table 5.2: Slip vector magnitudes of atoms during various stages of twin nucleation process. These atoms are located at different regions within the simulation box. 12 neighboring atoms are considered for each atom in this calculation.
Slip vector magnitude in Angstorms
Atom type
Untwinned

Twinned

Grain
Boundary

Atom ID

5th - 6th

11th - 12th

17th - 18th

23rd - 24th

Average

42847

0.0033

0.0014

0.0047

0.0036

0.00325

5075

0.0328

0.028

0.0064

0.0082

0.01885

48092

0.0016

0.0016

0.0016

0.0016

0.0016

31713

0.0034

0.0034

0.0033

0.0034

0.00338

19303

0.5502

0.0042

0.0103

0.0097

0.1436

5005

0.0304

0.7076

0.0538

0.0084

0.20005

29250

0.0126

0.0828

0.013

0.0122

0.03015

22588

0.2046

0.013

0.0091

0.0086

0.05882

14613

0.235

0.8761

0.6396

0.0153

0.4415

429

0.0303

0.9293

0.1633

0.0141

0.28425

40634

0.061

0.4535

0.1648

0.0202

0.17488

32213

0.1848

2.8045

0.48871

0.0557

0.91093
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One could argue that the energy barrier and energy relaxed values obtained by us are
unreasonable since some of them are negative and some are large. However, the activation
stresses observed in MD simulations are also unreasonable. Many results are published
with a yield over 2 GPa although both Mg and Ti yield at a much lower value. We don’t
know for sure if there are any ways to validate the energy barriers and MEPs which we
have computed. This is the type of data nobody has obtained before from experiments or
modelling. Based on the data and their visualization, we can say that our data is meaningful
and it can certainly be used to make comparative studies and analyze the trends. A larger
community discussion is needed over where these errors arise from - they are certainly not
merely a result of a bad setup on our part.
If we look at Figure 5, 12 and 14, then we can see that in the middle section of the graph,
increase in energy of replicas is more than the work done. This just means that the replicas
are absorbing energy from the surrounding in the middle of the transition which is released
at the end in the form of plastic energy. The atoms have certain amount of kinetic energy
with them which can be utilized at the beginning to get twin nucleation. This argument can
be used to say that low temperature can suppress twinning but the temperature would have
to be zero to halt complete movement of the atoms.
There are both kinds of views in the scientific community about the role played by vacancies in making twin nucleation process easier or more difficult. Our results indicate that
with higher number of vacancies, the twinning process becomes increasingly difficult. This
could be because with higher number of vacancies, there is more disorder in the system.
Twinning in general is a sort of ordering process. It tends to drive order in the microstruc76

ture. When atoms have to rearrange themselves more to get to the energy minimum, it adds
to the energy cost of minimization. On the other hand, presence of defects enhance twin
nucleation and vacancies are point defects. Large number of vacancies in GB increases its
energy making it more likely to nucleate a twin. However, diffusion of vacancies happens
at a timescale (seconds) much higher than the atomic scale (picoseconds). Hence, atomic
simulations may not be sufficient in time to allow for the diffusion of vacancies. If we allow significantly longer time for atomic simulations to run and incorporate more vacancies
in a larger crystal, we may be able to bring the energy barrier down.

5.7

Conclusion and Further Works
We noticed that, upon careful observation, the required stress for stabilizing a twin

nucleus is proportional to the GB energy. Mathematically,
σ stabilizing = k × GB energy
10
× GB energy
=
3

(5.4)

where, σ stabilizing has units of MPa, GBenergy has units of mJm-2 and the constant k has units
of MNmJ-1 . This equation fits very well with the data we have generated and gives a simple
relation between GB energy and the stress that was required to stabilize the corresponding
twin nucleus. Twin nucleation requires higher stress than twin growth and propagation.
We hypothesize that the nucleating stress is some constant times the stabilizing stress.
This means, the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) for twin nucleation is ultimately a
multiple of GB energy. Mathematically,
CRSS = c × σ stabilizing
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(5.5)

where, c is any unitless constant.
From our both qualitative and quantitative results, we can draw some important conclusions:
• Higher stress can provide better stabilization of twin embryo.
• Increase in the number of vacancies might increase the energy barrier but eventually
makes twin nucleation more favorable as there is more energy relaxation.
• In case of STGBs, misorientation angle in the range of 30-60◦ tilt seems to be the
most favorable for twin nucleation.
• There exists a very simple relationship between GB energy and stress required for
stabilizing twin embryo.

Twinning is a complex phenomenon and NEB helps to leapfrog this complexity. NEB
doesn’t care what the intermediate barriers are. It ignores the details like dislocations,
faceting, shooting, patterning etc. that are occurring at the lowest length scale and provides
MEP indicating the degree of difficulty of twin nucleation. NEB takes all of the replicas
and relaxes them at the same time while they are connected to each other. This makes
it a really powerful technique. NEB can also be implemented in conjuction with Kinetic
Monte Carlo (KMC) to study phenomena like diffusion. KMC requires reaction rate (k)
which can be obtained from Arrhenius equation once we have the information on energy
barrier. NEB can act as a precursor to KMC.
Researchers have been constructing MEPs for a long time before NEB existed. They
would just make assumptions about how path would look like before there was NEB to
calculate it. One can be skeptic on the reliability of information obtained from NEB calculations but if we allow sufficient time for all the replicas to minimize and converge well
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then we could be pretty close to getting accurate results. We just don’t have the energy values, we also have corresponding replicas to look at and they complement each other really
well. In some cases, twins nucleated from the middle of the grain while in other cases, the
work done came out to be less than increase in energy of the replicas. But these are all just
scale effects. The MEP and energy barriers depend on the number of atoms we use and
it’s hard to quantify how that’s going to affect our results. If we run NEB calculations with
larger simulation boxes, then such issues are expected to get away. We want larger grains
for profuse twin nucleation but having smaller grains like ours make it quite difficult to
nucleate a twin easily.
In the future, we plan to study {101̄2} twin nucleation in other commonly occurring
GBs and prepare a larger database to gain more insight into the twinning phenomena. Apart
from vacancies, we plan to add line defects and observe their interactions with the TBs and
the role they can play in altering the energy barrier. {101̄1} is a stable GB so it isn’t willing
to nucleate a twin very easily but at the same time, experimentally we see {101̄2} twins
nucleating on {101̄1} TBs [61]. This is another area for further exploration. Perhaps, there
is something favorable that happens or some sort of interactions between the {101̄2} TB
and {101̄1} GB that can be unearthed using MS simulations.{0001} axis twist and {101̄2}
TBs are less symmetric and have lower energy boundaries compared to {101̄1} TB. We are
also planning to study {101̄2} twin nucleation in [01̄10] STGB. This will give us a larger
database and help to refine the simple relation we have obtained. Then the only thing that
remains will be to figure out the GB energies. This has its own set of challenges but will
be immensely fruitful to help predict twin nucleation and better model the materials.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS

This research was carried out with an aim to establish some kind of connection between
the atomic and crystal plasticity (CP) length scales with respect to twin nucleation. Sitespecific twin nucleation in CP models is still a problem due to their non-Schmid behavior.
This work hypothesized that twin nucleation can be quantified using Nudged Elastic Band
(NEB) method. NEB calculations were used to compute minimum energy path (MEP),
energy barrier and the energy relaxed during twinning process. This energy criterion was
used to determine twin nucleation favorability for the given boundary conditions (BCs).
We focused on {101̄2} twin nucleation in HCP metals, especially Ti. Molecular Dynamics
(MD) and Molecular Statics (MS) simulations were conducted to study twin nucleation
process in Mg and Ti.
This work can be broadly categorized into 4 different tasks:
• Compare homogenous, surface and grain boundary twin nucleation
• Study effects of boundary conditions for a single asymmetric tilt grain boundary
• Compare twin nucleation in frequently occurring grain boundaries
• Study effects of tilt and misorientation on twin nucleation in h2̄110i axis symmetric
tilt grain boundary (STGB)
We began with an attempt to ensure that NEB method can be used to predict twin
nucleation based on energy values. For this purpose, a pristine Mg single crystal was
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created in Matlab after obtaining a and c values by relaxing a 2 atom unit cell in Lammps.
We relaxed the crystal to obtain initial stable configuration and inserted a twin embryo
onto it and relaxed to obtain final stable configuration. We ran NEB between the stable
configurations and got a smooth MEP with distinct energy barrier. This convinced us that
NEB can be a very useful tool to explore twinning. Then we ran NEB for surface twin
nucleation on a similar Mg crystal but couldn’t get a smooth MEP. After that, we ran NEB
on a more realistic Mg bicrystal that consisted of a GB and three twin nuclei. This Mg
bicrystal was obtained from MD and had basal and prismatic planes at an angle at the GB.
We obtained a good MEP and an energy barrier for this process as well. The energies
correspond well with the nucleation and growth of twin embryo in the replicas.
For the second task, the Mg bicrystal was reduced in size and scaled to obtain Ti bicrystal. We tried to make the bicrystal more realistic by inserting vacancies as well. A twin
embryo was inserted, number of vacancies were varied and the bicrystal minimized with
different values of stress while running NEB calculations. This allowed us to find relationship between twin nucleation process and applied stress and number of vacancies. We also
explored on the effects of number of replicas and iteration variations on the MEP.
The third task involved studying twin nucleation in commonly occurring GBs such as
h0001i axis twist boundary and {101̄1} GB in Ti. We used 24 replicas in these simulations
and were able to visualize the nucleation and growth of twin embryo occurring in a smooth
manner. We obtained a distinct energy barrier for the former but couldn’t get for the latter.
This could very well be due to the small size of our simulations. Both these GBs are low
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Table 6.1: Variation in stabilizing stress and twin thickness with respect to misorientation
angles.

Misorientation
Range (degrees)

0 - 30

30 - 60

60 - 90

Misorientation
Angle (degrees)

GB energy
(eV)

Stress
(MPa)

Twin
Thickness (A◦ )

12.4

586.1

1780

33.04

15

609.92

1920

13.42

15.4

665.38

1700

20.72

17.76

629.8

2100

23.59

20.5

510

2470

9.84

20.88

650.37

2200

16.96

25.96

656.11

2020

21.85

30.36

357.58

1350

29.72

39.78

518.91

700

40.44

40.48

613.88

2300

22.34

56.88

114.12

470

82.95

63.14

3390

129

33.7

66.14

596.91

1600

9.01

75.06

454.56

1740

41.3

78.28

659.43

2150

9.05
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energy boundaries and difficult to nucleate a twin. This is justified by the high energy
barrier obtained for the h0001i axis twist boundary case.
For the last task, twin nucleation in h2̄110i axis STGB in Ti was studied. The tilt
angle was varied from 0 to 90 degrees and corresponding twin nucleation processes were
observed using NEB method. Upon examining the stress required for stabilizing the twin
embryo, the energy barriers and energy relaxations, we can make following important
conclusions:
• Higher stress can provide better stabilization of twin embryo although it might slightly
increase the energy barrier.
• Increase in the number of vacancies might increase the energy barrier but eventually
makes twin nucleation more favorable as there is more energy relaxation.
• In case of STGBs, misorientation angle in the range of 30-60◦ tilt seems to be the
most favorable for twin nucleation.
• GBs with lower indices seem to favor twin nucleation more than others.
• Higher energy GBs are not necessarily easier to nucleate a twin. Other factors, including misorientation angle play a significant role.
• There exists a very simple relationship between GB energy and stress required for
stabilizing twin embryo.

Table 6.1 tabulates the values of stabilizing stress and twin thickness for a range of
misorientation angles. Applied stress and twin thickness both depict similar behavior in
0 - 30 and 60 - 90 degree misorientation angle range while in the 30 - 60, the behavior
is not quite clear. Based on our data, we have come up with an elementary equation to
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characterize the relationship between critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) and GB energy
which is as follows:
σ stabilizing = k × GB energy
(6.1)

CRSS = c × σ stabilizing
= c × k × GB energy

where, σ stabilizing is the stress that stabilized the twin embryo and has units of MPa, k is a
constant whose value is

10 M N
,
3 mJ

GBenergy is the GB energy and has units of

mJ
,
m2

CRSS has

units of MPa and c is any unitless constant.
This is a very simple relationship and can be easily implemented in higher scale plasticity. The only challenge that remains is to find out GB energy. Energy of a GB is affected
by the presence of dislocations, vacancies, misorientation etc. Grains are oriented in all directions in a 3 dimensional space and we need to come up with some solution to compute
energy based on misorientation. On the other hand, we need to run simulations on some
other tilt angle boundaries to validate or if necessary, re-calibrate the relation obtained in
equation 6.1. This means, we have the following tasks to be done in future:
• Compute GB energies of various [011̄0] tilt angle boundaries and the stress required
to stabilize them.
• Establish a relation between stabilizing stress and GB energy.
• Develop a method to find out GB energy.

Read and Shockley [86] in 1950 came up with an equation to compute GB energy for
a small tilt angle (θ) boundary which is:
E = E 0 .θ.[A − lnθ]
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(6.2)

where, E is GB energy, A is a constant (A = 0.23 approximately) while E0 is the energy of
slip plane and depends only on the orientation of the GB and macroscopic elastic constants.
Mathematically,
E0 =

G.a
4π.(1 − σ)

(6.3)

where, G is rigidity modulus, a is the lattice constant and σ is Poisson’s ratio.
Equation 6.2 is a simple relation that gives energy of a GB as a function of θ. However,
it is only valid on the assumption that there is uniform spacing between the dislocations for
all values of θ, which is rarely the case. Moreover, this relation is only for the grains lying
on the same plane but practically, grains are in a 3-dimensional space. To incorporate a
larger range of GBs, equation 6.2 needs to be modified such that the disorientation region
where twin boundaries are found can be much lower energy than the rest [31]. Planned
doping with metals and incorporation of non-metallic elements such as H, C and O affect
GB energy [65, 49]. GB energy and their relation with grain geometry, grain growth,
misorientation etc. have been computed experimentally or through the use of empirical
potentials in the past but these were done for specific cases [2, 4, 24]. Recently, Qiu
et. al [84] coupled atomistic and microscopic phase-field (MPF) modeling to predict the
equilibrium dislocation structures associated with (11̄0) pure twist GBs and their energies
in 5 different BCC metals. Likewise, Bulatov et. al [19] presented a function to describe
GB energy in 5-dimensional space for 4 different FCC metals - Ni, Al, Cu and Au. They
used only two metal-specific parameters and initially, only needed to compute just two GB
energies to fully define the GB energy anisotropy for a given FCC metal.
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Equation 6.2 paves the path to represent any GB as a collection of dislocations [88].
Frank’s formula can be used to compute the density of these dislocations which can then
be used to develop a relation between GB energy and dislocation density [32, 87].
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